orgvue fundamentals

This series introduces the orgvue platform.
You will learn the fundamental skills needed to
successfully get started with orgvue, including basic
navigation and how to begin working with data.

Included Courses
navigating orgvue
This course will introduce you to
the orgvue homescreen. We will
show you how to log into orgvue,
access the homescreen, and begin
navigating your organization’s data.

visualizing your data in orgvue
This course will introduce you to the
visualizations available within orgvue
packs. We will explain how orgvue
standard packs accelerate speed to
insight and explore the different slide
types available in a pack.
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cleaning your data in orgvue
This course will demonstrate how to use
standard data cleaning packs to review
and clean data to ‘create one version
of truth’ for organizational design and
planning.

analyzing your data in orgvue
This course will demonstrate how to
use standard story packs to perform an
analysis of the structure, size, cost, and
composition of your organization.
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orgvue fundamentals

This series introduces the orgvue platform.
You will learn the fundamental skills needed to
successfully get started with orgvue, including basic
navigation and how to begin working with data.

Included Courses
modelling scenarios
This course will demonstrate how
to use standard story packs to
perform an analysis of the structure,
size, cost, and composition of your
organization.

practicing orgvue fundamentals
In this course, you will practice analyzing
the distribution of employees across spans
of control and organizational layers.
Using what you’ve learned throughout this
series, you will take targeted action to
improve organizational effectiveness.
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exploring orgvue fundamentals*
This live workshop will explore and
reinforce key concepts from orgvue
fundamentals. You will share your insights
from the self-directed material, engage in
group discussion, and practice applying
what you learned in real-world scenarios.

*Registration for live workshops with an experienced
facilitator is available in the learning potal and
requires the completion of self-directed content prior to
registration. Workshops are open enrollment, limited to
20 seats per workshop.
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